Influence of vibration amplitude on dynamic triggering of slip in sheared granular layers
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sheared granular layers undergoing stick-slip dynamics are broadly applied model systems for investigating earthquake physics. Sheared granular layers follow a stick-slip dynamics within certain ranges of boundary conditions and intrinsic physical features, e.g., interparticle friction coefficients. The stick-slip dynamics mimics some of the features of the earthquake dynamics. Granular layers are surrogates of the layers of rock debris located at mature fault interfaces, produced by wear and rock fragmentation and comminution due to accumulated slip on the fault. The rock debris layers are known as fault gouge. Sheared granular layers in a stick-slip dynamical regime have been intensively studied in the past decade in the laboratory [1–16], by numerical simulations [17–37], and by analytical models [38–40], with the goal of improving the understanding of the granular physics role in earthquake dynamics and mechanics.

The most frequently used method for the numerical simulations of such granular systems is the discrete element method (DEM), a type of short-range molecular dynamics where the interactions among the granular layer particles are described by contact mechanics laws [41]. We report the results of 2D DEM simulations of a sheared granular layer, confined by deformable, elastic blocks, subjected to harmonic boundary vibrations. This study is an extension of our previous works that aimed at investigating the granular mechanics of slip triggering by the applied boundary ac vibration [42,43]. In this work we focus on an extensive statistical analysis of the stick-slip dynamics perturbation by vibration and we report the results of an investigation on the role of the vibration amplitude.

Our study is motivated by laboratory investigations performed by Savage and Marone [44] and Johnson et al. [11,16] and aims at the understanding of the physical controls of dynamic earthquake triggering. Dynamic earthquake triggering is induced on one fault by seismic waves radiated from an earthquake taking place on the same or another fault. The triggering may take place close to or far from the triggering earthquake. The triggered earthquake may be delayed in time (delayed triggering). Dynamic earthquake triggering is distinguished from static triggering, which consists of the redistribution of the stresses within the rupture zone following a main shock, accompanied by the triggering of many smaller earthquakes (aftershocks) [45]. The relative percentage of aftershocks that are dynamically or statically triggered is a point of considerable debate.

The discovery of dynamic earthquake triggering was made in the early 1990s due to the increase in the density of recording seismometer networks around the world, higher sensitivity instrumentation, and new data analysis methods. Its physical origins remain poorly understood and there may be a number of possible mechanisms [46].

The laboratory experiments performed by Johnson et al. with a double-direct shear apparatus and silica glass beads as model fault gouge have provided the means to investigate the role of different macroscopic scale parameters. These include the confining normal load on the sheared layer, the shear load speed, and the type of vibration (continuous or pulsed) applied to the system [11,16]. The experimental configuration used in those investigations does not provide access to the measurement of variables associated with the granular dynamics of the glass bead layer, while DEM simulations allow for its full characterization.

While in our previous work we focused on the mesoscopic scale granular mechanics associated with dynamic triggering of slip events, here we focus on the role of the vibration parameters, specifically on vibration amplitude, and we analyze vibration amplitude dependencies from a statistical point of view. Similar 2D and 3D studies by DEM simulations have been performed by Capozza et al. [47] and Melhus and Aranson [48]. Capozza et al. investigated the role of the boundary vibration frequency in determining an overall reduction of the macroscopic friction of the granular layer, while Melhus and Aranson studied the role of the vibration...
amplitude and frequency implementing the vibration as a fictional bulk force applied to each particle of the granular layer. Our simulation work distinguishes itself from these other works because we take into account the interplay between deformable boundary blocks and the granular layer itself, as the vibration is applied at the boundary blocks.

In Sec. II we fully describe our 2D DEM model. In Sec. III we report the procedure followed for compiling different catalogs of slip events, in the absence and in the presence of the boundary vibration. We use these catalogs for performing a statistical investigation of the dynamic triggering phenomenology in our system. The results of such statistical analysis are reported in Sec. IV. Finally, in Sec. V we analyze the obtained results and their relevance for improving the understanding of how sheared granular media respond to boundary ac perturbations and how this understanding could aid in studying dynamic earthquake triggering.

II. DISCRETE ELEMENT METHOD MODEL

We model a 2D sheared gouge layer with a DEM approach employing spherical particles. We present in this section each variable of the model as nondimensional, expressed in terms of respective combinations of the basic dimensional units $L_0 = 150 \mu m$, $t_0 = 1$ s, and $M_0 = 1$ kg for length, time, and mass, respectively. Here $L_0$ is the largest particle radius within the overall model.

Figure 1 shows a segment of the 2D DEM model, which is composed of three groups of particles: a top driving block, a mirroring substrate block, and a granular gouge layer. The top driving block is used to confine the simulated granular gouge and to apply a shear load to it. The driving block is comprised of a set of spherical, bonded particles (top of Fig. 1) placed in two distinct layers. The top layer consists of particles with radius equal to $L_0$. In the simulations, these particles are driven at constant speed $V_{X,0} = 4$ in the shear direction $X$. Below this uniform layer there is a second layer, thicker than the previous one. These particles are also bonded with each other, but have distributed radii within the interval $[0.3, 1.0]$. All of the particles in both layers interact with each other via radial Hookean springs that impose radial forces $F_r$ defined as

$$F_r \equiv K_{r,b} \Delta r,$$

where $\Delta r$ is the difference between the interparticle distance, calculated by the centers of the two interacting particles, and the sum of the particle radii. Here $K_{r,b} = 2.9775 \times 10^7$ is the radial compressional (tensile) spring stiffness. Its value is selected by applying a parametric study of the 2D model with the goal of obtaining a Young modulus of the particle assembly in a range typical for rocks [9,49].

The substrate block (bottom of Fig. 1) is constructed similarly to the driving block and essentially mirrors it. This second set of particles is also made of a bottom layer of particles with identical radius equal to $L_0$. As described below, vibration is applied to the system by displacing the latter constant-radius particles along the $Y$ direction.

The driving block and the substrate are elastic assemblies representing both the laboratory and the tectonic shear blocks. Two important features distinguish them from previous DEM models of sheared granular layers.

First, the particle size distribution for the second layer of the driving block (and of the substrate) implies that the boundary between the shearing blocks and the gouge layer is characterized by a large surface roughness. This roughness is different from the one obtainable with a regular lattice of constant radius particles because it contains a variety of spatial wavelengths. Surface roughness plays a key role in determining the dynamical regime of sheared granular layers. Laboratory experiments have shown that boundary roughness plays an important role in producing stick-slip motion for granular layers composed of smooth, spherical particles. [6,50]. In addition, actual fault rocks are characterized by surface roughness spanning orders of magnitude in dimension [51–54].

The second important feature of the driving block and substrate as modeled here is their elastic deformability due to the system of bonds among the particles and their geometrical configuration. We implement this feature in the model to explore the dynamic interaction between the deformed granular gouge and the deformable elastic rocks. These complex interactions are a fundamental basis of earthquake physics. Only a deformable driving block provides the means for a wider spectrum of elastic energy storage and release patterns. Despite its importance, this feature has been included in only a few recently developed DEM models of sheared fault gouge [7,9].

The third group of particles is the granular gouge layer, shown in the center of Fig. 1. These spherical particles are unbonded and interact with each other and with the driving block and substrate particles via repulsive-only contact forces having radial and tangential components. The radial contact force component is described by an equation similar to Eq. (1) but valid only when the interparticle distance is lower than the sum of the two interacting particles radii (overlapping particles). The radial spring stiffness is in this case $K_{r,u} = 5.954 \times 10^7$ [19,55]. The tangential component of the contact force represents the frictional force at the contact between two particles and is formulated similarly to the model proposed by Cundall and Strack [56]: At each simulation time step, the actual value of the tangential contact force is chosen as the minimum between $K_{r,u} \Delta s$ and the Coulomb threshold value $\mu F_r$, where $\mu$ is the friction coefficient between the two particles’ surfaces. The friction
coefficient can be either static $\mu_s$ or dynamic $\mu_d$ according
to the history of the relative particle displacement. In our
simulations, $\mu_s = \mu_d = 0.6$. Further, $K_{r,u} = 5.954 \times 10^5$
is the contact force tangential component’s spring stiffness
while $\Delta s$ is the relative displacement between the two particles along
the contact direction.

The same type of packing algorithm [49] used for creating
the driving block and the substrate is used for the granular
layer but with radius within the interval [0.7, 1.1]. This particle
size range corresponds to the same particle size range of the
glass beads used as model fault gouge in the experiments
by Johnson et al. (see the section “Methods” of Ref. [11])
and leads to a quasiumiform particle size distribution [43].
Two additional damping forces, proportional to the particle
translational velocity vector and to the particle angular velocity
vector, respectively, are added to each particle center of mass
in order to avoid the buildup of kinetic energy.

The overall model is $L_X = 70$ long in $X$ and approximately
$L_Y = 30$ high in $Y$. Since the length-to-thickness aspect ratio
of the granular layer used in the laboratory experiments by
Johnson et al. [11] is too large for a reasonable simulation time,
we employ periodic boundary conditions in the $X$ direction.

In the $Y$ direction, the boundary conditions are similar to the
constant normal force or stress boundary condition adopted
by Aharonov and Sparks [18]. A similar implementation was
also adopted by Capozza et al. in their study of the effects of
vibration on granular stick-slip motion [47].

Each simulation run consists of two stages. During the first
stage, the consolidation stage, no shear load is imposed and
the granular layer is compressed as a consequence of the
vertical displacement applied to both the top of the driving
block and the bottom of the substrate. The displacement
continues until the normal load exerted by the granular layer
is equal to $\sigma_n = 600$ ($\approx 4$ MPa), chosen as the normal load
value adopted in the laboratory experiments by Johnson
et al. [11]. This consolidation stage runs for about $10^4$
simulation time steps, during which we observe an initial
transitory, oscillatory regime for the system’s thickness in $Y$,
approximately exponentially decreasing towards a steady state
value.

The second stage of each simulation begins after the
consolidation stage and consists in keeping the normal load
constant on the driving block while applying the shear load as
described above. A ramp protocol is employed for gradually
increasing the shear speed from 0 to $V_{x,0}$ [42]. In the case of
the perturbed runs, i.e., when boundary vibration is applied,
an additional boundary condition consists in imposing a
displacement in $Y$ for the substrate’s bottom particles (those
with equal radius $L_0$). The temporal displacement law is

$$u_Y(t) = A \Delta t \left[ \frac{3f(t, t', T_v, \tau)}{\partial t} \cos \left( \omega(t - t') - \frac{\pi}{2} \right) \right]$$

$$- \omega f(t, t', T_v, \tau) \sin \left( \omega(t - t') - \frac{\pi}{2} \right),$$

where

$$f(t, t', T_v, \tau) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \tanh \left( \frac{t - t'}{\tau} \right) - \tanh \left( \frac{t - (t' + T_v)}{\tau} \right) \right].$$

In Eqs. (2) and (3), $t = m \Delta t \ \forall m = 0, 1, \ldots$ is discretized
time and $\Delta t$ is the simulation time step. Equation (2)
represents a sinusoid with angular frequency $\omega = 2\pi f_0$, with
$f_0 = 1$ kHz, whose amplitude is modulated in time by a
waveform with a Gaussian-like shape, given by Eq. (3). In
Eq. (2), $t'$ represents a phase shift term for centering the
temporal window of ac vibration at different times during the
stick-slip dynamics. In Eq. (3), $\tau = 0.00125$ and $T_v = 0.02$
are the rising and decaying time constant and width for the
ac displacement waveform, respectively. In Eq. (2), $A$ is the
ac vibration peak amplitude value. Equation (2) is simply
derived by the first-order differentiation of a temporal law for
the $Y$ position of the substrate’s bottom particles, equal to a
cosine oscillation with amplitude modulation given by Eq. (3).
We chose the Gaussian-shaped modulation in order to apply
vibration smoothly, thus avoiding sharp discontinuities and
associated numerical instabilities.

For the implementation of the model, we used the open
source code ESyS-Particle, developed at and maintained by
the Earth Systems Science Computational Centre of the
University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia. ESyS-Particle
solves Newton’s equations of motion for the center of mass
and for the angle of rotation about the center of mass of
each particle by a velocity Verlet finite difference scheme [57]
and for the macroscopic shear stress $\tau$ exerted by the granular
layer on the driving block and the normal confining load $\sigma_n$.

III. CATALOGS OF SLIP EVENTS AND SLIP EVENT
SIZE DEFINITION

Two different types of slip event catalogs were created for
this study: one with spontaneous slip events, in the absence of
any boundary vibration, the others with dynamically perturbed
slip events, i.e., slip events occurring in correspondence with
the application of a boundary ac displacement during the stick
phase preceding the slip event.

We assemble the catalog of spontaneous slip events by
performing a long simulation that we call the reference run.
No ac vibration is imposed during this run. The reference
run consists in a long series of stick-slip events. The quantity
adopted for characterizing the stick-slip dynamics is the
macroscopic friction coefficient $\mu_f$, defined as the ratio of the
macroscopic shear stress $\tau$ exerted by the granular layer on
the driving block and the normal confining load $\sigma_n$. Figure 2(a)
demonstrates an example of data recorded during the reference run.

Three clearly visible friction coefficient decreases, corresponding
to three slip events, occur within this temporal segment, the first
one about time $t = 5.4$, the second one about $t = 5.6$, and
the third one about $t = 5.8$. The reference run contains about
700 such slip events. We randomly select $N = 99$ of them to
create the spontaneous slip catalog. The exact onset time $t_{0,i}$
and end time $t_{e,i}$ of each $i$th slip event, $\forall i = 1, \ldots, 99$, are
manually identified by selecting the local maximum and local
minimum [round markers in Fig. 2(a)], respectively, within the
time interval of the slip event itself.
The round markers indicate the slip event begin and end times, of the slip event (drop in the friction coefficient catalog and associated energy release. (a) Time series for the $i$ event. $E_{r,i}$ indicates the onset and end of the event, while the vertical double arrow identifies the onset of one slip event (i-th event), defined as a decrease in the $\mu_f$ value. The duration of the stick period for that i-th event $\Delta t_{si,i} \equiv t_{si,i} - t_{ei,i}$ is highlighted by the horizontal double arrow and corresponds to one value of the time-to-failure variable. (b) Total kinetic energy of the granular layer $E_{tot}$ for the same temporal segment in (a). The round markers identify the onset and end of the event, while the vertical double arrow indicates $E_r$, marking the sharp increase in $E_{tot}$ used in this work as a proxy of the energy release during the slip event.

As a measure of the size of each slip event, we adopt a definition of energy release accompanying the event itself. First, we calculate the total kinetic energy of each $j$th particle belonging to the granular layer $E^\text{tot}_j$. Here $E^\text{tot}_j$ is defined as

$$E^\text{tot}_j \equiv E^\text{trans}_j + E^\text{rot}_j,$$

where $E^\text{trans}_j$ is the $j$th particle’s translational kinetic energy and $E^\text{rot}_j$ is its rotational kinetic energy, respectively defined as

$$E^\text{trans}_j \equiv \frac{1}{2} m_j \| \bar{u}_j \|^2$$

and

$$E^\text{rot}_j \equiv \frac{1}{2} I_j \omega_j^2.$$

In Eq. (5), $m_j$ is the $j$th particle’s mass, $\bar{u}_j$ is its displacement vector, an overdot indicates a temporal derivative, and $\| \|$ indicates the Euclidean norm (magnitude) of a Euclidean vector. In Eq. (6), $I_j$ indicates the $j$th particle’s moment of inertia and $\omega_j$ is its angular velocity.

We then use the total kinetic energy for the overall granular layer $E^\text{tot}_\text{granular} \equiv \sum_{j=1}^{M} E^\text{tot}_j$, with $M$ the total number of granular layer’s particles, as a metric for monitoring the energy release accompanying each slip event [31]. Figure 2(b) shows the $E^\text{tot}_\text{granular}$ signal for the same temporal segment of Fig. 2(a). The round markers indicate the slip event begin and end times, respectively, as in Fig. 2(a).

Figure 2(a) shows that in correspondence with the onset of the slip event (drop in the friction coefficient $\mu_f$) the total kinetic energy starts to increase sharply as a consequence of the large scale mobilization of the granular layer particles. After having achieved a local maximum value, $E^\text{tot}$ starts to decrease. The slow decay continues well beyond the end of the slip event, when $\mu_f$ has achieved a local minimum. We observe this type of slow kinetic energy decrease for each slip event, both spontaneous or dynamically triggered [see Fig. 3(c)].

The variable $E^\text{tot}_\text{granular}$ is very sensitive to the granular layer’s particle rearrangements since it not only captures the overall slip events captured by the $\mu_f$ variable but is able to depict smaller scale, clustered events that overlap and are not individually distinguishable in the $\mu_f$ signal, as can be seen in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). For instance, there is one large event at about time $t = 5.7 t_0$, visible as a large drop in $\mu_f$ with a small inflection point, which results in a series of three distinct, succeeding, and overlapped $E^\text{tot}_\text{granular}$ peaks.

We selected the absolute value of the difference between $E^\text{tot}$’s value at the beginning of slip and its local maximum value during the slip event as a measure of the energy release $E_r$ associated with the event [see the vertical double arrow in Fig. 2(b)]. In this study $E_r$ is used as a measure of the slip event size. This measure takes into account the overall conversion of elastic potential energy into kinetic energy due to the slip event, spontaneous or dynamically triggered, and to the localized, small particle rearrangements brought by the
boundary ac vibration and responsible for the triggering itself [42,43].

In correspondence with each \( i \)th slip event belonging to the spontaneous slip catalog, we conduct a simulation identical to the reference run but applying ac vibration within a time interval that starts during the stick period preceding the slip event and ends either within the stick period itself or within the slip period (perturbed run). The duration of the ac vibration is identical for each perturbed run. The center time is randomly chosen such that the maximum value of \( \eta \) (peak vibration displacement amplitude) is achieved approximately when \( \mu_f \) is about 75%–95% of its local maximum value. For each \( i \)th event of the spontaneous slip catalog, we perform ten distinct perturbed runs with different peak ac displacement amplitude \( A \in (0.004, 0.006, 0.007, 0.0085, 0.009, 0.01, 0.012, 0.014, 0.016, 0.018) \). In this manner we obtain ten catalogs of dynamically perturbed slip events, each consisting of 99 independently perturbed events. We measure \( t_{sb}, t_{st}, \) and \( E \) for each of these 990 independent events. Figure 3(a) shows the effect of three different, increasing values of \( A \) on the spontaneous slip event (black solid line, first from the right, and circles), occurring at about time \( t = 5.525 \) [see Fig. 2(a)]. The blue dashed line, second from the right in the same plot, and the squares refer to the perturbed event for \( A = 0.004 \). The red solid line, second from the right, and the triangles refer to the case \( A = 0.01 \), while the green dashed line, the last from the right, and the stars refer to \( A = 0.016 \). The markers highlight the onset and end times of the corresponding slip event for each respective vibration amplitude value. The arrow indicates how the \( \mu_f \) signal changes with increasing \( A \) value. Figure 3(b) shows the imposed ac displacement signal during the same reference stick-slip period of Fig. 3(a) and for the respective \( A \) values, with corresponding colors (online), line styles, and markers. Figure 3(c) shows the total kinetic energy signal \( E_{\text{tot}} \) for the reference run and the three perturbed runs. The markers, corresponding to those of Fig. 3(a), designate the onset and end time of each event. The arrow shows how the \( E_{\text{tot}} \) signal changes with increasing \( A \) values.

We remark that the increase in the peak of \( E_{\text{tot}} \) associated with the increase in the peak vibration amplitude shown in Fig. 3(c) is not incompatible with a temporal anticipation of the slip event in time [Fig. 3(a)]. A triggered event with onset before the corresponding spontaneous event takes place at a lower shear stress level. The event does not necessarily take place with a smaller conversion of elastic potential energy into kinetic energy. The available elastic potential energy, stored in a given configuration of contacts among the particles, is larger than that accumulated during a single stick period. This is supported by the fact that the shear stress steadily increases at the beginning of each run without the occurrence of stick-slip dynamics and the stress drops are always smaller than that initial continuous increase. This is a typical feature of the granular stick-slip dynamics, observed in both laboratory [2,6,12,14,59] and numerically simulated experiments [27,31,35,60].

In addition, the increase in the peak value of \( E_{\text{tot}} \) with the increase in the peak vibration amplitude does not reflect the increase in the work performed by the vibration source. We performed a broader study than the one reported in this article, varying the vibration amplitude over two orders of magnitude, calculating the work done onto the system while measuring the triggered slip size using the energy release metric \( E_r \) defined above. The energy input into the system in the form of work is always much smaller than the energy release by a factor in the interval \([10^{-7}, 10^{-4}]\).

IV. RESULTS

A. Temporal effect of vibration on slip events

For each of the ten \( A \) values applied we observe an effect on each of the 99 spontaneous slip events. The effect is a change in the stick-slip dynamics trajectory in regard to the future behavior of the friction coefficient signal \( \mu_f \). In short, the perturbation leads to a different slip event whose onset time is in general advanced compared with the onset time of the corresponding spontaneous slip event. We call this effect dynamic triggering, a phenomenon that is documented in our previous work [42,43] and in the laboratory studies by Johnson et al. [11,16]. Figure 3(a) shows that for the smallest \( A \) value \( A = 0.004 \) (dashed blue line) the slip onset does not take place immediately with the application of the vibration displacement \( \eta \) [see Fig. 3(b), the blue line]: \( \mu_f \) stops increasing and remains approximately constant for a certain time before the decrease begins. We term this type of effect on the stick-slip process a delayed dynamic triggering to distinguish from immediate triggering that takes place at larger vibration amplitudes. In the example shown in Fig. 3 the slip onset happens well after the ac vibration has achieved its maximum amplitude. However, in all cases the slip happens in advance of the spontaneous event. At larger \( A \) values, the perturbed slip onset takes place immediately when vibration is applied [solid red and dashed green lines in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)]. We term this behavior immediate dynamic triggering. Increasing \( A \) above the maximum value shown, corresponding to the dashed green line in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), does not lead to a further decrease of the onset time.

All the events comprising the perturbed slip catalogs can be included in one of these two event classes. Figure 4(b) quantifies this point by showing, for each ac vibration peak amplitude value \( A \), the average (marker) and standard deviation (error bar) of the relative change in the time to failure. This variable is defined as

\[
\Gamma(A) = \frac{\Delta t_f(A) - \Delta t_f(0)}{\Delta t_f(0)}
\]

where \( \Delta t_f(A) \) is the time to failure [duration of the stick period preceding an event; see Figs. 2(a) and 4(a) for examples] in a perturbed run with ac vibration peak amplitude \( A \) and \( \Delta t_f(0) \) is the time to failure for the respective spontaneous slip event [Fig. 4(a)]. The average value and standard deviation of \( \Gamma(A) \) were calculated over the population of 99 events, in correspondence with each \( A \) value. The plot in Fig. 4(b) shows that when ac vibration is applied, the time to failure for a stick-slip event on average decreases [negative value of the average of \( \Gamma(A) \)], i.e., a clock advance due to dynamic triggering. The decrease is progressively larger with larger \( A \) values, i.e., with increasing \( A \) values delayed triggering becomes less frequent, thus immediate triggering becomes more frequent. However, the rate of the increase in the absolute value of \( \Gamma(A) \), with
increasing $A$, is larger only for the smaller $A$ values. The rate saturates for the larger values of $A$, confirming that the increase of $A$ above a certain value saturates the time advance of the slip onset. This saturation is related to the immediate triggering phenomenology.

Figure 3(c) reports the total kinetic energy $E_{\text{tot}}$ signals corresponding to the three perturbed runs of Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). This plot helps with understanding the difference between an immediately triggered event and a delayed one. For $A = 0.004$ (dashed blue line, second from right), the system undergoes a small and short-lived partial mobilization of its particles, not sufficient for immediately triggering a macroscopic event [constant $\mu_f$ value in Fig. 3(a)]. However, this partial mobilization nonetheless represents a significant perturbation of the stick-slip dynamics trajectory. The increase in $A$ leads to larger mobilization and anticipation of slip onset.

B. Statistics of dynamically triggered slip event size at different vibration amplitude levels

In order to investigate the effect of the boundary ac vibration on the slip size, as estimated by the energy release variable $E_r$, [Fig. 2(b)], we consider $E_r$ as a random variable, with 99 realizations corresponding to the 99 analyzed slip events, and studied its statistical features for each ac vibration peak amplitude value $A = A_i$ $\forall i = 1, 2, \ldots, 10$ and for $A = 0$ (spontaneous slip catalog).

Figure 3(c) reports the total kinetic energy $E_{\text{tot}}$ signals corresponding to the three perturbed runs of Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). This plot helps with understanding the difference between an immediately triggered event and a delayed one. For $A = 0.004$ (dashed blue line, second from right), the system undergoes a small and short-lived partial mobilization of its particles, not sufficient for immediately triggering a macroscopic event [constant $\mu_f$ value in Fig. 3(a)]. However, this partial mobilization nonetheless represents a significant perturbation of the stick-slip dynamics trajectory. The increase in $A$ leads to larger mobilization and anticipation of slip onset.

FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Time to failure for one spontaneous slip event $\Delta t_{sf}(A = 0)$ (solid black line and circles) [this is the same event as in Figs. 2(a) and 3(a)] and the corresponding dynamically perturbed event at the ac vibration amplitude $A = 0.016$, $\Delta t_{sf}(A = 0.016)$ (dashed green line and stars, (b) Relative change $\Delta$ in the time to failure (duration of the stick phase $\Delta t_{sf}$) with each ac vibration peak amplitude value $A$ compared with the reference run ($A = 0$). See Eq. (7) for the definition of $\Delta t_{sf}(A)$. The markers indicate average values over the population of the 99 events, while the error bars indicate the standard deviation. Negative values of $\Delta$ indicate a decrease of the time to failure in correspondence with the application of ac vibration.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Weibull plot for the slip event energy release $E_r$. Different markers refer to different catalogs of slip events. The stars refer to the spontaneous slip catalog, while the other markers refer to the dynamically perturbed slip catalogs, corresponding to the values of the peak vibration amplitude value $A$. Each catalog represents the statistical ensemble for $E_r$ as a random variable. Here $G_E(\tilde{E}_r)$ is the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of $E_r$ as calculated from the corresponding catalog and it represents the probability for the event $\{E_r > \tilde{E}_r\}$ as estimated from the catalog. Each dashed line is the Weibull best fit curve of the corresponding CCDF obtained by a nonlinear least squares best fitting procedure. The arrow indicates the increasing $A$.

markers refer to the perturbed slip catalogs, different markers for different ac vibration peak amplitude values.

Here $G_E(\tilde{E}_r)$ is the probability that $E_r$, as a random variable, assumes a value greater than $\tilde{E}_r$, i.e., it is the CCDF of the random variable $E_r$. If a continuous random variable follows the Weibull distribution, its Weibull plot is well characterized by a line. The dashed lines in Fig. 5 are best fit curves of $G_E(\tilde{E}_r)$ according to a Weibull model function. We obtained the best fits by a nonlinear least squares procedure.

In addition to the Weibull best fit, we also performed the best fit of $G_E(\tilde{E}_r)$ with other model functions commonly used for characterizing the statistics of event size in natural systems affected by instabilities. We specifically repeated the best fit with (i) a power law model, (ii) a log-normal model, and (iii) an inverse Gaussian model [61]. In order to characterize the results of the best fits, we calculated two distinct metrics for each of them: the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance $D_{KS}$ and the root mean square error [61]. The lower the value of each statistical metric, the better the fit of the CCDF. In the case of the spontaneous slip catalog, the Weibull best fit outperforms the three other types of best fit model functions, minimizing the values of both the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance and the root mean square error (see Table I). Daniels and Hayman reported results from laboratory experiments with 2D sheared granular layers, comprised of photoelastic disks, showing a strong departure from a power law CCDF for the slip event size. This was for the case of a packing fraction far away from the jamming point and in the presence of dilational boundary conditions [10]. We have similar conditions in our simulations. We did not investigate which of the two features, i.e., the possibility of dilation or compaction of the granular layer, due to the constant normal load, or the low packing fraction, plays the more significant role in determining a non-power-law
ac vibration. At the lowest perturbation level of the dissipated energy during a slip event when applying
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FIG. 6. Histograms for the relative change in energy release
FIG. 7. Average value (marker) and standard deviation (error bar) for the relative change in slip energy release \( \epsilon(A) \) for each perturbed slip catalog, i.e., in correspondence with each ac vibration peak amplitude value \( A \).
of deformable bounding blocks [48]. Instead of the time to failure, our work consists in the vibration implementation of a more simplified sheared granular layer, in the absence of the slip events has been documented from a statistical point of view only by Melhus and Aranson, via 2D DEM simulations [11,16]. The systematic role of applied ac vibration in anticipating the spontaneous one. Different markers correspond to three different slip catalogs with different $A$ values.

FIG. 8. (Color online) Scatter plot for the relative difference in energy release $\epsilon(A)$ vs the relative difference in time to failure $\Gamma(A)$ for each perturbed event compared with the corresponding spontaneous one. Different markers correspond to three different slip events with different $A$ values.

The positive values of $\Gamma$ refer to a clock delay of the slip event, while negative values refer to a clock advance. There is not a one-to-one relation between $\Gamma$ and the amount of energy released and the plot for the three $A$ values is quite scattered.

V. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

A. Effectiveness of boundary vibration in dynamic triggering of slip events

The investigation reported here shows that ac vibration, applied at one boundary of a sheared granular layer, systemically perturbs the spontaneous stick-slip dynamics. The perturbation is, in the majority of the cases, in the form of an anticipation of the slip event. This systematic perturbation, which we call dynamic triggering, is clearly confirmed by the results in Fig. 4(b), which shows that the time to failure $\Delta t_{sl}$ decreases in the presence of applied vibration. For a small number of events, in correspondence with the smallest amplitudes of vibration, the time to failure increases. These events are extreme examples of delayed dynamic triggering. Such events are observed both in the laboratory [11] and in the earth [45]).

Beyond the laboratory study performed by Johnson et al. [11,16], the systematic role of applied ac vibration in anticipating slip events has been documented from a statistical point of view only by Melhus and Aranson, via 2D DEM simulations of a more simplified sheared granular layer, in the absence of deformable bounding blocks [48]. Instead of the time to failure, they monitored the shear strength of the system, i.e., the shear stress value achieved by the system at the moment of the slip onset. However, they did not report the relative change in the shear strength for the perturbed events compared with the respective spontaneous events. They provided only plots of the shear strength in correspondence with increasing values of the vibration amplitude and increasing values of the vibration frequency. They observed a decrease in the average shear strength of the system with increasing amplitude, the average being calculated from an ensemble of successive events.

A significant difference between the work of Melhus and Aranson and our work consists in the vibration implementation: They applied a sinusoidal, temporally varying additional force to every particle of the granular layer, oriented in the direction orthogonal to the shear axis. In their work, they did not specify whether the prescribed harmonic force is present since the beginning of the simulation or only within a limited time interval. This approach corresponds more to introducing a bulk vibrational force due to a sort of granular temperature rather than to a elastic wave propagation process across the granular layer itself, as described here. Our approach is useful for investigating slip triggering by transient ac perturbations, such as seismic waves are in the case of dynamic triggering in the earth.

An additional advantage of applying a transient ac displacement to the granular layer confining boundary blocks is the possibility of selecting the time period when the perturbation begins to act. Here we limit our investigation to the case of ac vibration applied close to the onset of the spontaneous slip, when the shear stress has achieved a value larger than 75% of its maximum. This choice is guided by laboratory experiments that show triggering near the critical state is a necessity except at very low static loads [11]. A statistical investigation, similar to the one reported here, must be performed in the future by applying transient ac vibration at lower shear stress in order to achieve a broader picture of the system’s response.

However, the application of a transient ac perturbation to the sheared system when it is close to its critical shear strength is relevant from a seismological point of view. It is logical that a fault is in a critical state near failure in order to be triggered. The seismic wave perturbs the failure, advancing or delaying it. The exact physical mechanism of how the dynamic shear stress increase, which is tiny compared to the potentially large stresses acting on the fault, can result in failure remains unknown. High fluid pressures, which reduce the effective stress on faults, may play a role, as dynamic triggering is commonly observed in geothermal areas where fluids are likely to be prevalent. Anisotropy in the earth’s stress field may also result in low effective pressures as well.

Johnson and Jia proposed a phenomenological model to explain the onset of slip on faults close to a critical state [46]. Their model suggests that triggering may be caused by a shear modulus reduction (softening) due to the passage of seismic waves and is based on laboratory experiments [63–65]. In situ field experiments with induced ground motions have also demonstrated that seismic waves can cause material softening [66–68]. These laboratory and field experiments suggest that triggering may not be due to the very small increase in the shear stress by the propagating elastic waves, but rather may be due to the reduction in the shear modulus of the fault gouge material, leading to failure.

Having demonstrated the effectiveness of ac boundary vibration in triggering slip events, even at small vibration amplitudes, the next logical step for future work is to investigate the presence (or absence) of a decrease in our overall system’s shear modulus. Our modeling approach allows such an investigation, e.g., by stopping a simulation at a time close to the onset of a dynamically triggered slip and imposing a small shear strain step $\Delta \varepsilon$, recording the correspondent macroscopic shear stress $\Delta \sigma$ exerted on the boundary blocks and calculating the shear modulus $G$ as $G = \frac{\Delta \sigma}{\Delta \varepsilon}$ [18,69]. The same virtual test would need to be repeated several times near the slip...
onset and after it in order to track the temporal evolution of the shear modulus. In addition, the interparticle contacts and contact forces can be simultaneously tracked as well in order to obtain insight into the particle-scale mechanisms responsible for slip triggering. This type of investigation will provide more in-depth understanding of the granular physics contribution to the phenomenology of dynamic earthquake triggering at mature faults close to their critical state.

B. Role of vibration amplitude in dynamic triggering of slip events

Figure 7 summarizes one of the main results of the work presented here: An increase in the vibration amplitude systematically leads to, on average, an increase in the size of the slip events, as measured in terms of their energy release. This effect is particularly clear for peak vibration amplitude $A$ values greater than 0.01. A comparative analysis of Fig. 8 with Fig. 4(b) also shows that for $A \geq 0.01$ the rate of decrease in the time to failure with increasing $A$ value decreases. Thus the increase in $A$ has its strongest effect on slip event size only for the larger values, when its effect on the triggering timing mainly consists in immediate dynamic triggering. These results are relevant for the current debate about the role of vibration amplitude in dynamic earthquake triggering, which has been the object of intense investigation in the past decade [70,71].

Our work may provide some insight into the role of large amplitude strain waves in triggering large earthquakes, the object of recent studies in relation to the observed increase of very large earthquakes in the past decade [72,73]. Several recent studies have examined whether there is temporal clustering of very large earthquakes. These studies have found mixed conclusions, with some suggesting that earthquakes cluster in time, while others find no deviation from random earthquake occurrence [74,75]. Dynamic triggering has been suggested as a mechanism by which large earthquakes could interact and cluster, though a recent study did not find evidence for remotely triggered large earthquakes beyond the mainshock region of the originating events [76]. These results do not exclude the possibility that large amplitude seismic waves could trigger remote, large slip events, as suggested by our results. Indeed, one important parameter influencing dynamic earthquake triggering is the relative orientation of a triggered fault system in respect to the radiation pattern of the originating earthquake: If a triggered fault is not located along the main focusing directions of the originating earthquake, the seismic waves impinging upon it will not have large amplitude.

A more in-depth understanding of the role of amplitude vibration will come from more advanced studies of both the seismological phenomenology and the associated earthquake physics. Numerical simulations such as those reported in this work may prove to be useful when considering mature faults containing fault gouge. Future investigations should focus on understanding the mechanisms of energy transfer from the boundary vibration to the granular layer itself in order to address the key question of whether the increase in slip size with vibration amplitude simply mirrors the amplitude increase itself or whether it is the effect of more complex granular rearrangements brought by vibration. This question is relevant for a better understanding of not only the physical controls of dynamic earthquake triggering on the whole Earth scale but, more generally, how granular media respond to boundary dynamic perturbations, the latter being of extreme importance in local earthquake dynamic triggering, e.g., due to human activities (geotechnical drilling for the exploitation of geothermal resources or recovery of shale oil and gas by hydrofracturing, which can increase seismic activity [77]).

C. Delayed dynamic triggering and vibration amplitude

Delayed dynamic earthquake triggering is an even more elusive phenomenon whose physical controls remain mysterious [78,79]. Our results summarized in Figs. 4(b) and 8 show that low vibration amplitude may be related to delayed triggering. Laboratory experiments suggest that the rate of vibration application may also be important in regard to delayed triggering [11]. In the perturbed catalog in correspondence with the lowest vibration amplitude ($A = 0.004$) about 17% of the overall events are characterized by an increase in their time to failure if compared with the corresponding spontaneous events. The blue circles (online) in Fig. 8 show that most of these events are clustered about 0 on the time-to-failure relative change axis. However, there are a few of them characterized by a large increase in their time to failure. Figure 9 shows the friction coefficient signal for one of these delayed triggered events, for $A = 0.004$ (dashed line), in comparison with the corresponding reference run signal (solid line). The vertical dashed lines show the begin and end times of the ac vibration time interval, respectively, with the peak vibration amplitude achieved about its midpoint. This perturbed event unfolds in a similar way to the one presented in Fig. 3(a), in correspondence with the same peak vibration amplitude value. In both cases (and in many others not reported here for brevity), the ac vibration induces a change in the friction coefficient signal compared with the corresponding reference run. The perturbation does not immediately trigger the slip, but nonetheless affects the system that fails later in time compared with the spontaneous event.

![Example of delayed, dynamically triggered event](image_url)
As mentioned in Sec. IV B, the delayed triggered event may be expected to happen with lower energy release compared with its spontaneous counterpart since a small amount of elastic energy associated with the deformed particles and stored at their contacts is released [see Fig. 3(c), blue line] upon applying vibration. However, as confirmed by Fig. 8, this is not the case in general: Delayed triggered events can still happen with larger energy release compared with the corresponding spontaneous events. This result confirms that even small vibration amplitude boundary perturbations can produce particle rearrangements that are small in terms of kinetic energy increase but significant from the point of view of changing the state of the system, thus the intrinsic time clock of its stick-slip dynamics.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have performed a systematic, statistical investigation of the effects of boundary ac vibration on a confined and sheared granular layer with stick-slip dynamics. The focus of this investigation is the role of the ac vibration amplitude. The investigation was performed with a 2D discrete element method simulation approach that provides the means for modeling both the elastic blocks and the granular layer. The motivation for this study is the need for understanding the physical controls at the basis of dynamic earthquake triggering in the laboratory and at mature geologic faults, containing layers of granular materials, called fault gouge, as the result of wear and rock comminution with accumulated slip on the fault itself. Dynamic earthquake triggering is a seismological phenomenon that has been observed and characterized in the past two decades with the availability of higher density seismometer networks and more advanced instrumentation.

The perturbation of the spontaneous stick-slip dynamics of a sheared granular layer by boundary vibration thus may mimic some features of the mechanics of dynamic earthquake triggering and allows for the investigation of the granular physics at its basis.

Our statistical investigation has consisted in compiling two types of slip catalogs: one catalog made of a long series of spontaneous slip events, produced by a single simulation run in the absence of any applied vibration at the boundaries of the system (spontaneous slip catalog), and a series of catalogs, each one produced by running many simulations and each simulation being identical to the reference run except for applying ac vibration during the stick period of a selected spontaneous event. The latter catalogs are called perturbed slip catalogs and differ from each other only by different values of the peak vibration amplitude, with the stick periods in each catalog corresponding with each other.

The main objectives of this work consisted in investigating what happens when vibration is applied in the region of the onset of a spontaneous slip. Having these objectives in mind, we focused on the role of the vibration amplitude as one of the key parameters of interest in dynamic triggering. Other important aspects need to be addressed in the future. Among them, we underline the role of the ac vibration in changing the temporal correlations among several events following the time of vibration application, including the question of whether or not the externally applied vibration may induce cascades of triggered events beyond perturbing a single one. In addition, similar statistical analysis should be performed also for application of vibration much earlier than the onset of a spontaneous event in order to assess the potential for dynamic triggering when the system is far away from its critical state and which parameters control and affect such potential.

We have found that boundary ac vibration systematically perturbs the spontaneous stick-slip dynamics of the system, at each vibration amplitude value, for the amplitude range investigated. The perturbation mainly consists in an anticipation of the slip onset time, compared to the onset time for the correspondent spontaneous slip event, which is analogous to dynamic triggering in the earth. The slip onset anticipation is observed to take place with the application of vibration. At lower vibration amplitude levels, the stick-slip dynamics is perturbed, but the slip onset happens a few events later than the application of vibration itself and, in a small number of events, occurring later than the spontaneous slip onset. We term this phenomenology delayed dynamic triggering, in analogy to what is observed both in the earth and in laboratory experiments with model sheared fault gouge systems [11,78–80].

We have documented in a statistically robust way the effect of increasing the vibration amplitude. Our results show that above a certain threshold, larger vibration amplitudes trigger larger size slip events, which release larger amounts of energy. The increase in vibration amplitude is also accompanied by a decrease in the time to failure of the system, although for the larger amplitude values we have observed a saturation (the time to failure cannot decrease below the initial time of vibration application). At the lower vibration amplitude values, ac vibration mostly affects the time to failure and less the size of the triggered slip events.

The slip size distribution calculated from the spontaneous slip catalog is better fit by a Weibull function than a power law, in contrast to the distributions obtained from worldwide or regional earthquake catalogs, which are usually power-law-like, but in agreement with catalogs of earth slip events occurring repeatedly on the same exact fault or segment of a fault system (characteristic events) [61,81]. A meaningful comparison of our results regarding the perturbation of the slip size distribution by the increasing boundary vibration amplitude should thus be performed exclusively with the results obtained from catalogs of characteristic slip events or from laboratory setups with similar boundary conditions. In both the latter cases, successive slip events happens on the same fault system, while worldwide or regional seismological catalogs include events happening on several distinct fault systems.

The results reported in this work place our previous observations on a firm statistical basis. Those observations provide an in-depth investigation of the physics of the interactions between elastic waves propagating across granular layers [42,43]. Future work should focus on other model and ac vibration parameters, as mentioned above, and on the role played by the dimensionality of the system (two vs three dimensions). A similar analysis in three dimensions may lead to results more easily comparable with laboratory ones about dynamically triggered slip on single fault experimental models. This work will also contribute to the broader task of understanding how sheared materials respond to perturbations and how
instabilities and failure events can be initiated in a wide range of physical, material, engineered, and geophysical systems.
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